Explore poetry to find a poem that speaks to you
Craft it for performing it out loud
Share it with friends and family on National Poetry Day

This guide offers practical steps to utilise Poetry By Heart’s vast online collections to enjoy this National Poetry Day challenge on your own or with friends.

Eletelephony

Once there was an elephant,
Who tried to use the telephant.
No! No! I mean an elephone
Who tried to use the telephone.

(Dear me! I am not certain quite
That even now I’ve got it right.)
Howe’er it was, he got his trunk
Entangled in the telephunk.

The more he tried to get it free,
The louder buzzed the telephee.
(I fear I’d better drop the song
Of elephop and telephong!)

Laura Richards, 1930
1. CHOOSE A POEM

Start with the Mix It Up collection and explore the 7+ timeline to find a poem you love. If you’re still stuck, use our video guide to help you explore. There is also a selection of poem performance videos in the performance galleries.

If you want a choice that we recommend, how about the fun poem ‘Eletelephony’ by Laura Richards?

2. PRACTISE SPEAKING IT OUT LOUD

Speaking a poem aloud is all in the preparation - here are our top tips:

See it: Look at the words and think about the images they create. Imagine the first line as a movie scene – who’s there, what’s happening or about to happen? Try writing out the poem and illustrating it or creating a storyboard.

Sound it: Listen for the sounds of the words and the poem’s movement. Try saying it in different tones of voice. Try clapping the poem’s beat or walking in time to it. Try different speeds, where to place pauses and moments where the rhythm changes.

Mark it: When you know how you want to say your poem, create a ‘script’ for reading aloud. Use underlining, colours and symbols to remind yourself where to go faster or slower and where you want your voice to go up or down, louder or softer.

Slow it: Count to 10 before you start to get your listeners ready to listen. Speak slowly: pause for 1 second at a comma or dash, 2 seconds at a colon or semi-colon and 3 seconds at a full stop. No punctuation? You decide where the pauses go!

Savour it: Don’t ‘swallow’ the words at the end of one line because you’re rushing to say the next one – enjoy saying every word! Think about how to make an impact with the final line and count to ten after the last word to let it sink in.

3. SHARE IT ALOUD WITH PEOPLE ON 7 OCTOBER

Celebrate National Poetry Day by sharing your poem aloud in school, at home or in the park – or create a video and share it with friends and family who live further away.

If you enjoy that, you could take part in Poetry By Heart 2022 - the national competition for children and young people speaking poems by heart. poetrybyheart.org.uk

#NationalPoetryDay
nationalpoetryday.co.uk